
 Task Force (TF) Mapping Procedures 

Principles:  

- The TF will provide Q2 with specific instructions for a starting point for the first maps to be 
presented to the Task Force on 3-2-22 the first mapping meeting of the TF.     

- Mapping requests and changes will be initiated by the TF and they will work with Q2 who will 
draw the next requested iterative map.  

- Discussions will be focused on Communities of Interest, Neighborhoods, district boundaries, 
census data and compliance with The Voting Rights Act.  

- Allow Task Force to explore multiple paths or maps.  
- Offer clear forward direction and clarity for the mapping process status at the end of each 

meeting.  

Communication 

Liaisons on process, clarification or info/questions between TF and Q2 for mapping will be Members 
Matt Castillon and Chasel Lee.  Members Castillon and Chasel Lee will be in charge of coordinating the 
process and keeping a written log of what feedback or input is incorporated in each map. This feedback 
should be reflected in the public record and in the Final Report.   

Task-Force Centralized Mapping for Follow Up Maps 

TF members will initiate all requests for maps or mapping changes.     

After the members have shared their comments there will be a recommendation to advance one of the 
prior maps with specific changes.   

Where possible the TF will attempt to advance the next stage of the mapping process off a chosen 
specific and hopefully single map.   If needed multiple map will be advanced but the goal will be to 
always advance off of one specific map.   

As the new map is selected the TF will ask Q2 to come back with that map as the basis with 2 or 3 
new/different versions on the next iteration.   

After the TF has provided their direction to Q2 there will be public comment.   

The members may again discuss the maps and any changes they would like to see if any.   

The map may then be advanced without further changes or with changes recommended and approved 
by the TF.  If consensus has been reached then the mapping request will be advanced to Q2.  If there is 
no consensus, a formal vote may be taken.   

This will be the process the TF will follow at each mapping meeting until the final map is selected on or 
before April 14th.   



Groups and the public may submit their maps to the TF through the public website, and TF members 
may pick parts or all of a map to incorporate into their mapping requests. In order to maintain fairness, 
all outside feedback will be evaluated independently and no outside individual will be given preferential 
treatment over any other member of the public.  

• Specifically, non-TF generated maps are a form of public comment, and no publicly generated 
maps will be directly presented to a member of the TF by an interest group or non-task force 
member.  

 

Sample Mapping Advancement Sequence 

Day 1: Q2 presents map A (Based on directions at first mapping meeting) 

• TF makes requests for specific changes 

Day 2: TF/ Q2 creates Day 2 A        Day 2B Day 2C   

• TF motions through consensus or vote to move Day 2C forward  
• TF may add instructions for certain boundary changes 

Day 3 TF/ Q2 uses Day 2C to create new maps: Day 3 A, Day 3B, Day 3C   

• TF motions through consensus or vote to move Day 3B forward 
• TF may add instructions for certain boundary changes 

Day 4 TF/Q2 uses Day3B to create Day 4A, Day 4 B  

• TF motions through consensus or vote to move Day 4B forward 
• TF may add instructions for certain boundary changes 

Day 5 TF/Q2 creates maps based on Day4B: Day 5A, Day 5B, Day 5C, and Day 5D 

• TF motions through consensus or vote to move Day 5B forward 
• TF may add instructions for certain boundary changes 

The mapping continues as noted above until a final map is voted on. 

Live Line Drawing 

Line drawing is conducted during public sessions at officially agendized task force meetings.  

Consultants (Q2) will be present with a mapper and digital maps at the ready. 

The Task Force can start with existing lines, or with someone's proposed new lines, or with a blank map. 
In some cases the task force may work up "visualizations," which may be rough-sketch districts, and 
proceed from there. 



The Chair or designee will focus on a particular area and then start taking input from other Task Force 
members about particular lines. 

TF members are free to give whatever reasons they think germane to their proposals, whether it were 
public input, or balancing populations, or known neighborhood boundaries. 

1. Only one change could be considered at a time (though mappers could undo past changes as 
needed).  

Line mapping will be done by consensus.  

It's all iterative: after an area is finished (an area could be a district, multiple districts or any area of San 
Francisco) then public input would come in, and the TF might also do further research, and then revisit 
that area at a later date and make changes. 

 


